
LASSA:  Catahoula Leopard Dog mix: high energy, playful, and smart  
Approx 3yrs young,,female, spayed and current on vaccines, est 60 lbs.
Current on flea/tick and hw prevention
Knows: Sit/ Lie Down  - Stay – Come – Wait- “Out”- when not overly excited or distracted
Current owner does not use crate (unsure if crate trained)  
Free roaming in fenced yard currently;  does not walk well on leash 
She LOVES attention and new people- will jump when overly excited- hand licking- 

abundant sniffing- very excited over neighbor dogs- after sniffing wants to play
Interaction w/visitors: Will bark/ wags tail/ jumping and sniffing 

Temperament- Lassa is a very sweet girl, loves attention and play. She will flop down next to you 
and take a nap, but as a high-energy dog, is always up to lots of running and playing. She’s very 
attentive, is eager to please, and smart; was pleasantly surprised at how quickly she learned the 
house rules and “procedure”. She loves tummy rubs especially, and scrubs behind the ears.

Other dogs: Lassa is very playful and wants to play with the neighbor dogs- she gets 
excited at first, sniffs, and then seems content to run back and forth along the fence line. 

House training- She knows she’s not supposed to mess in the house.  She really does get the 
guilty look, so it’s just something that she needs practice with. A regular eating schedule is most
beneficial.

Lassa was adopted almost 3 months ago from Darke County Animal shelter (listed as stray)
The dog she lives with (German Shep) is not happy with LASSA in the home; there is intense 
jealousy from the German Shep who dislikes LASSA’s presence and energy, and doesn’t want to 
share “mom”; causing reactivity and aggression from the German Shep. LASSA really wants to 
play with Annika ( Germ Shep) but Annika  will not tolerate her.  LASSA goes outside to a 
separate yard, and then Annika ( Germ Shep) is let out,  they excitedly run along the fence line, 
but are NOT together .   FOR MORE INFORMATION, Email maryteacher805@yahoo.com
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Adoption application on the ADOPTME page at DREAM4pets.org
Adoption fee to be discussed with approved adoption
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